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Photo Stand

A hand-crafted photo stand
adds a personal accent to a
special memory www.SewingSupplyWarehouse.com
A special photo deserves a frame that helps recapture the joy of the moment. Using fabric and paper
in your favorite patterns and colors, along with your own design ideas, you can create a frame that
accents the happy feelings at the instant the shutter was pressed. What better way to convey joy than
with a hand-made photo frame?

Photo Stand

Material
Outer dimensions (when finished): 5.00" x 7.09"
Paper – 5 kinds, fabric – 1 kind
Frame: 2.86" x 3.94"
Beads, buttons, antique lace, glue
For the photo holder, use the ornament on back page.
Optional Accessories:
High Tack Adhesive Fabric Support Sheet
Erasable Pen Set
Pen Holder

Use an embossing stylus or blunt-tipped object
to press the petals to a molded shape to add
more depth and texture to your projects. Support
with a soft surface for maximum results.

Tip
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Affix the High Tack Adhesive Fabric Support Sheet
to the Standard Mat and attach the fabric.
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Call up the built-in pattern and make the Seam
Allowance setting. Draw the outline and cut with
the seam allowance. Peel off the fabric and High
Tack Adhesive Fabric Support Sheet and place
thick paper on the mat. Clear the Seam Allowance
setting and cut the paper.
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Built-in Pattern: BA-A014
Function: Editing Functions (Drawing Functions)
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Iron the fabric folded over the base paper. Apply
glue at the folds and attach the fabric so that it
extends slightly beyond the edges of the base
paper.
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Using Scan to Cut Data, group together and cut
4 built-in patterns of flowers and 2 for the photo
holder using the ornament on back page. Then
cut the other built-in pattern shapes.
Built-in Patterns: BA-A014
AR-A010 x 4
AR-A021 x 2
AR-K027
FO-A003
Function: Scan to Cut Data
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Attach all the cut pieces and the photo to the
fabric-covered base paper of step 3.
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Bend the photo holder, then place the finished
photo stand on the holder.
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